Best Sex Toys For Women

A vibrator is not only a man substitute in lonely evenings.
#

Top Sex Toys For Women

Benefits
Lelo Soraya
perfect

Silent vibrations will bring
pleasure in any place and at any
time
Beauty and functionality merged
in Soraya
Bring multiple orgasms again and
again to a woman
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CHECK CURRENT PRICE

#

Top Sex Toys For Women

Lelo Mia 2

Benefits

luxury

Hold the button for two seconds
to enable cycling through the
different vibration patterns
Press “+” again to change to the
next vibration pattern
Press “-“ to lower vibration
strength and return to continuous
vibrations, hold the button to turn
off
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CHECK CURRENT PRICE
Lovense Osci
incredible

The only button regulates seven
vibration modes: low, medium,
high vibration, pulse, wave,
firework, an earthquake
A bit unique for a wand vibrator –
the housing does not vibrate at all
Only a tiny little part does
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CHECK CURRENT PRICE
Magic Wand
great

A nice and smooth surface of a
head with a flexible neck
This is suitable for all over body

#
4

This is suitable for all over body
Benefits
massage as well as intimate
stimulation
Four modes of vibration with four
levels of intensity of vibration of
each mode

Top Sex Toys For Women

CHECK CURRENT PRICE
Lelo Luna Smart Bead
for relax

All you need to do is to clench
and then relax
If we take a look at the
packaging, first of all, it is a
beautiful modern sleek box
It is a really luxurious toy and
would be the best gift to a sex
partner
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CHECK CURRENT PRICE
Lovehoney Rock My World Kit
mighty
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A great choice for both beginners
There are anal, vaginal, g-spot
and clitoral vibrators
There is an option for both
couples and singles

#
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CHECK CURRENT PRICE

But also a faithful sex assistant in couple games.
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OUR
PICK

CLICK FOR BEST PRICE

Lelo Soraya
Perfect device

A three-button interface could not be simpler – they let you adjust the intensity
and vibration speed across eight modes

100% waterproof
Eight various vibration modes
Made of body-safe smooth silicon
The best clitoral and g-spot stimulation
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LUXURY

Lelo Mia 2
Standby: up to 90 days
This little lipstick shaped vibrator is enough powerful despite its sizes

Battery: Li-lon 3.7 V 70mA
Charging: 1 hour at 5.0 V 100mA
Usage time: up to 1.5 hours
Maximum noise level: less than 50 DB
CHECK CURRENT PRICE

3

INCREDIBLE

Lovense Osci
Innovative toy
Located directly on the front of the vibrator, the oscillating spot hits the g-spot

Specific suction sound
Battery: 1 Lithium ion batteries required (included)
Charging: Up to 2.5 hours of continuous use
Usage time: 2-2.5 hours of continuous use
CHECK CURRENT PRICE

Lover and double penetration without strangers will provide and will not let the flame of passion
go out while the man “recharges”.

It's a smart new way to
work out vagina muscles

Touch sensors measure a
woman’s orgasm
potential to create a
personalized workout
routine

It’s necessary to squeeze
when it is vibrating,
relax when it stops

LELO Soraya
Contents [show]

The rabbit vibrator by LELO is designed in an elegant style, which provides a
powerful and accurate combined massage both outside and inside.

It comes in a luxury box. There are insertable and clitoral portions.

The second one is really flexible. Separate motors are installed in each part of this vibrator.

Pros+
The clitoral shaft moves around nicely
Great combination with a lube based on water

External massager with another motor delivers amazing stimulation of clitoral for multiple
pleasures
Because of gently curved design, you can comfortably control this self-pleasure device even
in the bath or shower

Cons
Pretty expensive
It’s not so easy to clean properly tiny crevices of the LELO Soraya
Plastic ridges are not comfortable, can hurt

Characteristics
Material: PC-ABS/body safe silicone
Size and weight: 220х69х44 mm, 175 gr
Battery: Li – lon 500 MA 3.7 Volt

Charging: 2 hours at 5.0 V 500mA
Usage time: up to 4 hours
Standby: 90 days

Max noise level: 50dB
Interface: three control buttons, 8 levels
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Lelo Soraya
Perfect device

A three-button interface could not be simpler – they let you adjust the intensity
and vibration speed across eight modes

100% waterproof
Eight various vibration modes
Made of body-safe smooth silicon
The best clitoral and g-spot stimulation

Lelo. Mia 2
You can easily use it anytime and anywhere you want, even at work.

Very simple designed sex toy – it has only two buttons “+” and “-“.

Press “+” to turn on and to increase vibration strength.

Pros
Waterproof
Easy to use controls to explore six vibration patterns

Great option for traveling – this sex toy has travel lock and USB charger
Discreet design
There is a huge improvement over the last LELO model

Deceptively strong whisper quiet vibrator for a woman
Premium FDA-approved ABS for safe and smooth sensations

Cons
No charging cord
Expensive model among its competitors

Characteristics
Materials and coating: ABS Plastic
Size and weight: 111x22x22mm, 32 gr
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LUXURY

Lelo Mia 2
Standby: up to 90 days
This little lipstick shaped vibrator is enough powerful despite its sizes

Battery: Li-lon 3.7 V 70mA
Charging: 1 hour at 5.0 V 100mA
Usage time: up to 1.5 hours
Maximum noise level: less than 50 DB
CHECK CURRENT PRICE

Lovense Osci
Lovense Osci is the most innovative toys to stimulate the g-spot!

Lovense Osci is a completely new concept of vibrators.

Instead of the traditional vibration, these sex vibrators work with an oscillating tip that gives a
completely new, incomparable experience for every woman.

This higher level of stimulation allows you to reach a violent, bright orgasm faster. To
experience the full range of sensations from these toys, just download the app (compatible with
iOS and Android platforms) and start experimenting with features!

Pros
Great way for women to explore sensations of penetration that may help them be able to
orgasm through vaginal stimulation with a partner

Simple design with one button for modes regulation
Very comfortable and modern Lovense app to control Osci

“Long distance” icon in the app gives an opportunity to have sex with a partner even you are
far away
Controlling feature through a computer is also possible due to Lovense Remote app
Sync with your favorite music – Osci can vibrate on music
It has unlimited vibration patterns. It’s possible to create your best one

Cons
Osci is an only g-spot vibrator, sometimes a woman needs clitoral stimulator
There is no storage bag

Characteristics
Materials and coating: Body-Safe Materials
Size and weight: 37x198x80mm, 498 gr
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INCREDIBLE

Lovense Osci

Lovense Osci
Innovative toy
Located directly on the front of the vibrator, the oscillating spot hits the g-spot

Specific suction sound
Battery: 1 Lithium ion batteries required (included)
Charging: Up to 2.5 hours of continuous use
Usage time: 2-2.5 hours of continuous use
CHECK CURRENT PRICE

Magic Wand Rechargeable Extra Powerful Cordless Vibrator
This is a truly magic wand that is able to make any woman happy.

The massager has four vibration modes and four intensity levels of each mode.

During charging, you may use the massager.

It is one of the most popular vibrators in the world; it is ideal for couples and singles.

Thanks to its powerful vibration transmitted through the soft bending head, the massager has
the most amazing effect on the erogenous zones, lifting you to the top of bliss.

Thanks to high-frequency vibrations, incomparable pleasure, and powerful orgasm are
achieved, even for a woman who has never experienced it before.

There are three controlling buttons – power button, intensity, and modes buttons.

Pros
A powerful sex device
Easy in using, cleaning
Good battery life

Cons
It is not waterproof
Get warmer after a while
On some modes is a bit noisy

Characteristics

Material: Silicone
Size: 330x65mm, head diameter is 60 mm
Battery: Li-ion

Compatible with all nozzles
Working time: up to 90 minutes
Full charge time: from 30 minutes

LELO Luna Smart Bead
LELO Smart Bean is a so-called personal sex pleasure trainer. How does it work?

There are five vibration-guided levels to fulfill woman’s orgasm potential, for longer
and stronger orgasms.

It is made of luxurious silicone. One constant vibration mode as well, as an innovative training
mode to strengthen and tone woman’s Kegel muscles.

It’s also 100% waterproof and should be used with a high-quality water-based lubricant. Unlike
regular Kegel exercises, this innovative little toy uses vibrations to train and strengthen a
woman’s pelvic floor.

After the egg-shaped toy is inserted, there will be vibrations.

It comes with batteries included so you don’t need to worry about buying those
separately. You need to unscrew the base and pop the battery in.

The body of these toys is made from silky smooth silicone; it feels lovely to the touch. There is

a retrieval loop for safety.

The widest part of LELO toys is where the touch sensors are.

What this means is the amazing little toy will memorize and track your progress as
you progress.

When you clinch your Kegel muscles around the Smart Bean it will know exactly how well you
are doing. In another hand, you may use these toys for external stimulation.

Pros
Silky smooth silicone
Lelo Luna Smart Bead can be used as a vibrator for erogenous zone stimulation
100% waterproof

Tracks your progress
Makes pelvic floor muscles stronger
Excellent trainer for vaginal muscles
Great quality product
Helps with a bladder control

Cons
Light and poor vibration
A bit pricey
There is a tiny gap between two pieces of bean, it makes cleaning difficult
Not strong battery
Switching modes automatically, hard to change modes manually

Characteristics
Materials: Silicone/ABS, matt coating
Size and weight: 31x34x82mm, 50 gr
Battery: standard, AAA

Standby time: 30 days
Max. noise level: less than 50dB
Interface: single-button

Lovehoney Rock My World Sex Toy Kit (6 Piece)
With everything you need to make your sex life spectacular, this kit features six sex
toys for alone or couples play is the best choice.

The first one – is made of smooth flexible PVC with raised veins and realistic head lifelike dildo
offers 15.24 sm in insertable part and 12.7 cm in circumference and also features a strong
suction base for hands-free play.

Next one is 12.7 cm in insertable part and 7.62 cm in circumference anal dildo features smooth

spherical bulbs and flat suction base for hands-free play.

The third sex toy. With a curved tip to treat sensitive nerve endings to intense
vibration, the mini g-spot vibrator is 12.7 cm in insertable part length and 8.89 cm in
circumference.

Simply twist the base to turn on a single speed vibration.

The next one is the sleek discreet bullet vibrator measures 6.35 cm and packs two vigorous
speeds and five patterns with a tapped point for targeted stimulation and simple push-button
control.

The fourth vibrator is 19.68 cm in total length.

This mini massage wand is a perfect couples’ toy with ten delicious speed and seven
exciting patterns to explore.

It has an ergonomic handle and simple push buttons. The smooth rounded head is flexible
which means that you can easily reach all external sweet spots.

Last, but not least – the wired bullet vibrator, is 5.08 cm in length and 8.13 cm in circumference.

It is perfect for internal or external stimulation.

With three speeds and seven patterns to choose, this small vibrator is operated via a wired
controller for easier use and exciting play options.

Pros
The best price for 6 pieces of sex toys
Look nice, feel nice to touch

Cons
There is no individual storage bag
Two of them need battery AAA.
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Lelo Soraya
Perfect device

A three-button interface could not be simpler – they let you adjust the intensity
and vibration speed across eight modes

100% waterproof
Eight various vibration modes
Made of body-safe smooth silicon
The best clitoral and g-spot stimulation
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Rebeka
An interesting toy, I recently bought it for myself. I am very pleased with the result, I
recommend it to all the girls.
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